
Note: The installer should first review 

the installation instructions before 

reading this supplement. 

This supplement will give the installer general 

information on the procedures allowing 

installation of the TBES into existing homes. 

These step, in most cases, will allow the 

vertical pipe to be installed within the stud wall 

directly behind the toilet without the need for 

drywall removal. 

The two methods for vertical pipe installation 

are from the crawl space below or the attic 

space above.  

Additional slides depicting rough in during new 

construction are added for addition 

information. 

Supplemental Instructions for Retrofitting the Toilet Bowl Exhaust 

System (TBES) into an Existing Home.



Evaluate the wall behind each existing toilet being considered for replacement with a TBES to 

determine the feasibility of vertical pipe installation. 

The two most common issue precluding the installation of the vertical pipe are the presence of either 

framing lumber or sewer vent lines existing directly behind the toilet. 

Use a stud finder to locate framing lumber within the stud cavity directly behind the toilet. In some 

cases the framing lumbar may interfere with the passage of the “extend and shape” coupler through the 

wall directly behind the toilet and require a notch to be made in the framing lumber allowing coupler 

passage. 

To determine satisfactory clearance from the sewer vent line, locate the closet flange in the crawl space 

and identify the location of the vent line passing through the floor plate into the stud cavity directly 

behind the toilet. From the attic, determine the location of any sewer vent lines that extend through the 

wall top plates. If the vent line is not directly behind the toilet it is likely that the vertical pipe can be 

properly installed. 

Now drill a ¾ inch inspection hole centered on the bottom plate from the crawl space or the top plate 

from the attic. With a flashlight look through the hole to determine if the stud cavity is clear of any 

additional obstacles to vertical pipe installation. 

Note: Ensure you accurately measure to determine the location of the bottom plate before drilling the 

inspection hole. The bottom plate typically rests on the floor sheathing and visually determining the 

bottom plate location may not be possible. Do not drill deeper than is necessary through the floor 

sheathing and bottom plates into the stud cavity behind the toilet to preclude piercing water lines, vent 

lines etc.

Determining feasibility of vertical pipe installation



The picture on the left depicts the rough-in 

installation of the vertical pipe (stack) during 

rough-in of a new home. This installation 

directs the ducting into the crawl space from 

the upper levels. This type installation may be 

preferable in locations susceptible to the build 

up of condensation in ducting exposed to 

temperature extremes. The small accumulation 

of condensation can drain harmlessly in the 

crawl space. See “condensation trap” later in 

these instructions. 

The picture on the right shows the stack 

assembled prior to installation in a retro-fit on 

an existing homes. This installation takes 

place through the crawl space and is only 

possible for bathrooms on the floor directly 

above the crawl space.  This assembly 

necessities a combination of ridged PVC pipe 

and flexible ducting to ensure proper vertical 

height requirements are maintained.

PVC pipe to extend up three (3) 

feet vertically above the top of 

the toilet bowl exhaust port 

prior to any direction change. 

Extend and shape 

coupler connect to 

toilet exhaust port



Note: If the crawl space height 

precludes the insertion of the 

vertical pipe stack as one 

continuous piece cut the PVC 

pipe into sections as required. 

Insert the first section then 

glue on a straight coupler 

followed by the next section. 

Repeat until the vertical pipe 

is reassembled to its original 

length.

Special order flexible 

ducting four (4) feet long 

This horizontal section of 

pipe will protrude though 

the wall hole after vertical 

stack installation.

Determine the length 

requirements of the 

PVC pipe to ensure 

that three (3) feet 

extends above the top 

of the toilet bowl 

exhaust port prior to 

any direction change.

Toilet exhaust port

The picture to the right depicts 

the vertical pipe stack prior to 

placement into the stud cavity 

behind the toilet. The only portion 

of this vertical pipe stack that will 

be visible once the pipe is 

inserted into the stud wall from 

the crawl space below will be a 

six (6) inch section of the flexible 

ducting protruding horizontally 

from the hole drilled into the 

drywall.

Note: The toilet was previously 

positioned over the closet flange 

to determine the proper 

placement for the 2-1/4 inch 

diameter hole in the drywall 

which allows coupling of the 

flexible ducting with the exhaust 

port on the toilet bowl.



½ Inch scrap plywood

Pre-drilled holes

The length of this 

section of PVC 

pipe should be 

twice the depth of 

the inside of the 

straight couples 

plus the thickness 

of the plywood 

minus 1/4th inch.

Lower 

Straight 

Coupler

Upper 

Straight

Coupler

The vertical pipe is required to extend up

three feet above the toilet bowl exhaust port 

before any direction change. In order to 

meet this requirement for a crawl space 

installation follow the steps outlined below.

Note: A vertical pipe coming from the crawl 

space below is called the “stack” and must 

be assembled prior to being installed into 

the stud wall cavity behind the toilet.

Using a piece of ½ inch scrap plywood drill a 

two inch diameter hole. The size of the 

plywood scrap and location of the hole 

drilled in the plywood will vary based on the 

available mounting surface space below the 

floor plate under the stud wall cavity. Pre-

drill holes as needed for securing plywood to 

floor sheathing with wood screws. Cut a 

piece of 1-1/2 inch PVC pipe as necessary 

to allow the straight PVC couplers (upper 

and lower) to tightly sandwich against the 

plywood when both couplers are glued to 

the short section of PVC pipe.



Determine the length of PVC pipe required to

ensure that the three foot height above the toilet 

exhaust port prior to a direction change is 

maintained. Glue one end of the PVC pipe into the 

upper coupler on the plywood mount. On

the other end of the PVC pipe glue a straight 

coupler.

During this installation the extend and shape tubing 

will be approximately 4 feet and can be special 

ordered along with two threaded couplers that 

screw onto either end of the extend and shape 

tubing.

Glue one of the threaded couplers into the straight 

coupler. Place a small amount of silicon sealer on 

the threads inside the threaded coupler that is 

glued to the straight coupler. This will seal the 

coupler to the tubing and also act as a lubricant to 

allow the tubing to easily thread into the coupler. 

Thread the extend and shape tubing into the 

threaded coupler. Collapse the four foot length of 

extend and shape tubing.

Threaded coupler

Straight coupler

Length of PVC pipe to 

ensure three foot height 

requirement.

Extend and shape tubing

Threaded coupler to be 

affixed to the end of the 

extend and shape tubing 

once assessable in the 

bathroom

Plywood Mount



From the crawl space below; drill a 2-3/8 inch hole 

centered on the floor plate into the stud cavity 

behind the toilet.  This hole will allow the stack to 

be inserted into the stud wall cavity until the 

plywood mounting plate contacts the floor 

sheathing. Ensure that the hole is centered on the 

floor plate and offset to one side so that the extend 

and shape tubing can be extended along side the 

PVC pipe before exiting out of the hole in the 

drywall for coupling with the toilet exhaust port. 

You do not what the ridged PVC pipe blocking the 

exit for the flexible tubing.

Place the new toilet bowl over the closet flange and determine the location for drilling the hole which allows 

the  flexible tubing to extend out of the wall for coupling with the toilet bowl exhaust port. This hole will be 

centered on the closet flange and approximately 17-1/2 inches above the finished floor.  Remove the bowl 

from the closet flange and drill a 2-1/4 inch hole.  Through the 2-3/8 inch hole in the sheathing in the crawl 

space push a length of rigid wire up and through the hole in the drywall.  Tie a four foot length of string onto 

the end of the wire then pull the wire with the attached string through the hole and into the bathroom.  The 

string should still be accessible  from the crawl space. From the crawl space tie the string to the end of the 

flexible tubing on the top end of the stack. Expand the flexible tubing into the 2-3/8 inch hole and at the 

same time have a helper pull and maintain six (6) inches of tubing out of the hole in the drywall. With the 

helper maintaining a six inch section of ducting push the stack (flexible duct will expand) into the 2-3/8 inch 

hole until the plywood mount contacts the sheathing.  Drive the wood screws through the plywood mount 

into the sheathing to secure the vertical stack.

Vertical stack inserted 

into the stud wall behind 

the toilet and  secured to 

the floor sheathing.



The blue circle depicts the 

location directly behind the 

toilet. The ridged PVC must 

be shifted to one side to allow 

the flexible ducting to exit the 

stud cavity directly behind the 

toilet bowl for coupling to the 

exhaust port. 

This section of PVC pipe 

runs from the vertical stack 

to the vacuum system. 

Slope the PVC pipe toward 

the vacuum system a 

minimum of one (1) inch for 

every ten (10) feet of 

ducting. Use plumbers tape 

to support and maintain the 

desired position of the 

ducting.

Plywood affixed to the floor sheathing 

maintaining the position of the vertical 

stack within the stud wall behind the 

toilet bowl. 



12-3 wire from the junction box to 

the timer switch in the bathroomElectrical junction box for 

powering the vacuum system.

12-2 wire from junction box 

to vacuum system

PVC pipe from the vertical stack

Condensation trap

Vacuum system mounted to the concrete stem wall. A bead of 

caulking on the mating surface between the vacuum system 

and the concrete wall will eliminate any possible vibration.

PVC pipe on the exhaust side of the vacuum 

system leading to a vent mounted through a 

preexisting crawls space perimeter vent.

12-2 wire from junction 

box to the power source.



Assemble condensation trap  using 

a 1-1/2 tee, a short piece of PVC 

pipe, and a end cap. Drill a ¾ inch 

hole in the bottom of the end cap 

for single toilet installation or a ¼ 

inch hole for multiple toilet 

installations.

Drill a 3/16th inch hole in the bottom of this 

section of pipe to allow any condensation 

buildup between the condensation trap and 

the vacuum system to escape.

Use screws to hold these couplers in 

place allowing easy removal of this 

section of pipe for cleaning of the filter 

or removal of the vacuum system. Do 

not glue these sections.

Drill a 3/16th inch hole 

in the bottom of this 

section of pipe to allow 

any condensation 

buildup on the exhaust 

side of the vacuum 

system to escape. 

Screw holding PVC coupler to 

vacuum system exhaust port. Do 

not glue this section.



Determine the preferred location for the timer switch in 

the bathroom. Identify the floor plate below the stud cavity 

in which the switch box will be placed. Drill through the 

floor sheathing and bottom plate into the stud cavity. Cut 

the drywall as required to accept a switch box. Run 12-3 

wire up through the hole from the crawl space below a 

then out of the hole for the switch box in the bathroom. 

The wire from the switch box will run to the junction box 

that powers the vacuum system.

Run wire into switch box then mount switch box into hole 

in drywall. Install timer switch into switch box.

Cut out in drywall allows for switch box 

installation. Wire from crawl space route 

through this stud wall cavity and out of this 

cut out for placement into switch box. 

Hole penetrating the floor sheathing and 

bottom plate allowing switch wire to be 

routed into stud cavity.

12-3 wire from the timer switch

12-3 wire from 

timer switch
Power to vacuum 

system junction box

Power source

junction box

An existing power source 

was identified and a junction 

box installed for powering 

the vacuum system.

Existing power

12-2 wire from 

power source

Vacuum system

Junction box

12-2 wire from vacuum 

system junction box



The PVC pipe in this installation must slope toward the toilets (1 inch per 

10 feet) to allow any condensation to drain back to the toilets.

PVC ducting running 

to the vacuum system 

from two different 

toilet installations.

For vertical pipe installation into a finished stud wall cavity; the hole diameter drilled 

into the top plate must allow for the passage of the straight coupler that affixes the 

“extend and shape coupler” to the end of the PVC pipe. To maintain the correct height 

of the vertical pipe drill a hole in a scrape piece of plywood which is the same diameter 

as the outside diameter of the PVC pipe. Cut the plywood in half through the center of 

the hole. Slide the two halves together on the top plate allowing the PVC pipe coupler 

to rest on the plywood halves to maintain to correct height of the vertical pipe. Secure 

the plywood halves with wood screws.

Vent line repositioned to allow 

vertical pipe installation into 

the stud wall behind the toilet.

Plywood halves

The bathroom associated with this 

vertical pipe was being remodeled so 

the hole drilled in the top plate was the 

same size as the outside diameter of 

the PVC pipe allowing the coupler to 

rest on the top plate to allow proper 

vertical pipe height.

This attic retro-fit allowed for vertical pipe installation running full length sections of PVC. 



Vent

Closet Flange

Condensation trap

Notice that the vertical PCV pipe 

and coupler are lined up directly 

behind the closet  flange and the 

coupler is positioned 

approximately 17-1/2 inches 

above the finished floor. This 

allows the toilet installer to drill 

the hole through the finished wall 

and extend the coupler out of the 

hole for attaching to the exhaust 

port on the toilet bowl.

Location for mounting the vacuum system

Rim joist vent to be 

modified for venting 

vacuum system discharge 

to the outside. 

Ducting leading to the 

first floor bathroom

First floor bathroom

Second floor bathroom

Ducting leading to second floor bathroom.

New Construction


